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Greetings from Sharon Jeffus!!! The news is our new “Young Lions” Art
Program. I am actually living in Kansas City and have my very own art
studio and office! Will God’s great wonders never cease! I teach on the
Internet and here at the studio. We also travel and give art lessons for
support groups and conventions. We are realizing the value of art and our
approach to teaching special needs children. Our books have been endorsed
by NATHAN. We have a new Dragons, Dinosaurs, Castles and Knights
Book, and a Teaching Astronomy through Art Book, along with a newly
revised Art and Nature Parties for Kids. We also have all our books on CD
and EBook now. Enjoy these sample lessons. We are adding an astronomy
expert to our new website about to launch in mid March. So look for us at
the new location where we will have art galleries, free lessons, articles and
help for moms in the area of teaching special children. But hey, we all know
that each child is created by God and special!!!
SHADING BASIC SHAPES
Learning to be creative with shading, shadow and texture is an easy task.
Ask your children to draw three basic shapes. Make sure these shapes are
not shaded. Find exactly where the light is coming from and allow them to
shade the shapes. After the shapes are shaded, let them be creative and turn
them into something. Everything you draw is made from shapes and lines.
Artists learn to put light coming from a certain place. This makes their
picture look real.
When they are finished doing the shading of their shapes, look at the horse
painting by Stubbs. How many shapes can you see in the horse? Did you
ever think that a horse outside has light falling from the top so the belly is
always dark. Go to the following website and watch the horse.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Riding_1020839.gif
.

Have children put their own shapes together and create a building. Let them
turn this into a space station. They need to be sure and remember about
shading, shadow and texture. Let them ask themselves where the light is
coming from. The horse below is made from shapes and lines.

This is one of the most famous pictures of a horse in the world by Stubbs
called “Whistlejacket.” Look at the dark and light areas. The horse is not all
one color. He is darker on his belly. Where else is he dark?

Artists see things in basic shapes when they draw. They also see dark and
light values.

ART AND MUSIC
Some of the most delightful experiences for children happen in the area of
music and musical theatre. This lesson will teach art with a unit study
approach about the very famous musical, “Top Hat.” “Top Hat” was filmed
in the depression era which started around 1929 and ended in the early
1940’s.
Fashions and set design were very lavish to contrast with the poverty of the
depression. People would go to the movies to be entertained. “Top Hat” was
a very popular musical during this era. It won Best Picture, Best Interior
Decoration (set design), Best Song ("Cheek to Cheek" with music and lyrics
by Irving Berlin), and Best Dance by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences in 1939. Go to this website to hear the song “Cheek to Cheek.”
http://popup.lala.com/popup/360569467601561571 Cheek to Cheek

When you learn about some of the elements of putting on a musical theatre
production, you can appreciate the amount of work that artists put in when
bringing the elements together. The first is producing a flyer or poster for
the production. Below you see a poster for the production “Top Hat.”
There are several things to notice about this poster that will help you learn
things about creating a poster.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A good poster is bold and simple in design.
It is easy to read.
The center of interest in this poster is the Top Hat.
Diagonal lines show movement. Why are they used here?
The background color is varied and red.

You can spend several days coming up with a good poster. You need to use
a ruler and lay out your design carefully. You want to communicate your
idea in as few words as possible, communicating all the necessary
information, but not appearing too busy. You can watch this short video on
the computer to come up with a good idea for a poster for “Top Hat.” Do
you think the poster on the next page does a good job of promoting the
show? Why or why not?
http://www.fancast.com/movies/Top-Hat/100456/717617157/TopHat/videos?FORM=VIRE1
You can go to this website to read about the musical and get several ideas
for a poster. Do you like the first poster at this website? Why? Why not?
http://www.reelclassics.com/Teams/Fred&Ginger/fred&ginger4.htm

Look at the poster on the previous page. Red is an important color in a poster. Notice the
different shades of red in the background. Can you see where the light is coming from?

Above you see a painting by the great Impressionist master Manet. Notice
the wonderful Top Hats the men are wearing. Do you see the highlights on

these hats? They are not solid black.
If you look very closely at the picture on the above, you can see the way the
hat is shaded in the photograph. Go to this website to see a close up:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Austin_Lane_Crothers,_photograph_of_he
ad_with_top_hat.jpg

A hat like the one above is made from a
cylinder and a circle that is flat called an oblique. Then shading is added to
make it look real.

I was hired by a public speaker to do the picture below. You will notice how
the man (bat) is dressed. Today we might see magicians dressed up in Top
Hat and tuxedo, but we usually don’t see other people dressed in this attire.
Can you think of any other professions that might dress up in this way?

The lesson on the next page will help you learn about shading. Shading,
shadow and texture is what makes something look real. For a very good
lesson on shading go to:
http://www.teachartathome.com/Shadowsandshading.html

Take a pencil and make the following shades of gray:
http://www.artinstructionblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/08/values-sheridoty2009_img_0.jpg

Can you draw this hippo
and dress him up in a top hat? Comic strip art uses stereotyping and
exaggeration for humor. What kind of a personality do you think this hippo
has just by looking at the picture? Go to this website and see a real baby
hippo who is a pet: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3NueKXS6dk

Draw an elephant and dress him up in formal attire.

There is a wonderful story about the feather dress that Ginger Rogers wore
when dancing with Fred Astaire.She had designed much of the dress herself
and when Astaire saw it he reportedly said "It was like a chicken attacked by
a coyote, I never saw so many feathers in my life,” according to
choreographer Hermes Pan. Later it is said he serenaded her with a song
parodying Berlin's tune:
Feathers — I hate feathers, and I hate them so that I can hardly speak
And I never find the happiness I seek

Go to this website and choose a colorwheel to make:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Colorwheels

Making feathers with children using oil pastels is a delightful experience for
children. Oil pastels, when colored to look opaque, burst into beautiful
colors and blend easily. In the pictures of feathers above, the first red and
green feather is made from complementary colors. These are colors
opposite on the color wheel. Many artists only shade with the complement
and never use the color black. The next feather is cool colors; blue, green
and violet. The next feather is hot colors; red, yellow and orange. The
bottom feather is made from the colors of the color wheel. Design a
beautiful feather dress for the production.
There was prize winning set design in “Top Hat.” If someone asked you to
make a design with a winding canal — spanned by two staircase bridges at
one end and a flat bridge on the other that Astaire and Rogers could dance
around, what would you draw? The main piazza (city square) was a giant
stage coated in red bakelite (an early plastic). It was on three levels

comprising dance floors, restaurants and terraces, all decorated in candycane colors. Set design is the creation of theatrical, film, and television
scenery.
Use your imagination and make this scenery design described for “Top Hat”
in perspective.

In order to make scenery for a production, you need to know some basic
principles of linear and atmospheric perspective. The picture of Venice
above is by the master artist Turner. Notice how the sky is darker at the top
and lighter on the bottom. Notice how the colors close to you are darker and
further away are lighter. Go to this website for a very good lesson on one
point perspective: http://www.olejarz.com/arted/perspective/
Go to these websites for an interesting lesson on two point perspective:
http://www.technologystudent.com/designpro/perhous2.htm
http://coolschool.k12.or.us/courses/116200/lessons/11/index.php

The two diagrams above can help you to make an original set design. The
picture below of a canal in Venice can be part of your set.

The picture of Venice above is by the master artist Luca. Do you see the
atmospheric perspective in the picture? The sky is darker at the top. The
buildings are darker in the foreground and lighter in the background. Do
you see the corner of the building closest to us? Can you recognize that as
two point perspective? Artists use linear perspective and atmospheric
perspective to make their pictures look realistic.

Younger children may enjoy making a top hat out of a paper plate and piece of black
paper that is rolled into a cylinder and cut like the one above to fit on the paper plate.
Go to the websites below for some great “hat” ideas.
http://home.howstuffworks.com/paper-hats3.htm
http://www.lynnmcmasters.com/wellington.html
http://www.craftelf.com/Craft_elf_sewing_felt_top_hat_sewing_instructions.htm
Which hat below do you like the best? Can you think of your own way to make one?

Dressing up animals is lots of fun. Props in the picture above are the flowers, the hat and
the cane. Props can tell a story. When you are doing a theatre production, you will need
props. A chair or table may be a prop. A bouquet of flowers may be a prop.
UNIT STUDY IDEAS
Go to this website and listen to the most popular song in the musical.
http://popup.lala.com/popup/360569467601561571 Cheek to Cheek
Do a one page report on Irving Berlin. Go to this website and read about him:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irving_Berlin
The Great Depression was an important time in American history.

The car above is called the “Hoover Wagon.” People couldn’t afford gas so they would
have to have a horse pull their cars. Go to the following website and see the most famous
picture of the depression called “The Migrant Mother.”
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lange-MigrantMother02.jpg

Write a character sketch about her. A character sketch tells not only the inner qualities of
a person, but describes their outer characteristics as well.

The picture on the previous pages shows the classic Greek proportions of the face from a
side view. A side view is called a profile. There is a specific way to draw a face in
proportion. Draw a picture of the face of the “Migrant Mother” using the proportions
below.

In 1931 the Empire State Building was opened for business. At that time, Herbert
Hoover was the President of the United States and the Empire State Building was the
world’s tallest building. Research how tall it was. What was it made of?

Another popular thing in the early 1930’s was the radio. Everyone would gather around
and listen to it. Go to this website to read about “War of the Worlds.”
http://xroads.virginia.edu/~1930s/RADIO/WOTW/frames.html
Do a set design that would depict the story.
Below is a lady with a unique hat on. Design a Top Hat for a lady.

Remember to us the classic proportions of the face when you draw a lady with a hat on.
Contact Visual Manna at P.O. Box 494 in Raymore, MO or call us at
1-816-318-1907 or email us at visualmanna@gmail.com. We give wonderful internet art
lessons for students. We also have an advanced art program for students wanting to go
into art for a career called “The Young Lions.” Our art through the core book series is
recommended by NATHAN for children with special needs. We are here to serve you
and meet the needs of your children in the area of art education. We would love to come
to your support group or convention and teach art!!! Our website is visualmanna.com.

SPACE

Some of the most beautiful things on earth are seen in outer space. If you
look at the spheres in the picture above, they are simply colored one color
and black is put on one side of the color and white on the other and they are
blended. Oil pastels are the very best medium for this. We are going to
have an outer space educational place on our website, so you can look at the
stars and know where to look. Go to this website to see some wonderful
online pictures of outer space:
http://www.mccallstudios.com/gallery_index.html
How many different shapes can you see in the pictures?

Fact or Fiction? You Decide!
By Felice Gerwitz
Copyright 2010 Media Angels, Inc
http://www.MediaAngels.com

What can one person do? That is a question I’ve often asked of the Lord. Yes, I know the
Holy Scriptures are full of cases of one person who did the Lord’s bidding and changed
history. Yet, I’m sure you’d join with me in acknowledging that I fall far short of the
attributes of any Biblical hero. Still, I continue to cry out wondering if anyone hears me. I
know I tend to be melodramatic but sometimes it is the only resort I have left. You’ll see
what I mean when you read the following.
Well-meaning friends, customers and recipients of my newsletter keep me well
informed as to the state our world is in concerning evolution. Several years ago, I was
sent an article as it appeared in the February 13, 2006 New York Times; the article is “At
Churches Nationwide, Good Words for Evolution” by Neela Banerjee and Anne
Berryman.* In a nutshell I read about “Evolution Sunday” that was celebrated by many
churches. Pastors preached that evolution should be embraced and there was no conflict
in believing this and being a Christian. Is there something wrong with this teaching from
the pulpit, or is it just me? Why wasn’t there an uproar among all Christians? Chances are
you never heard or read the news. Why wasn’t there a beating of the bongo-drums of the
internet and emails protesting this sent to all the members of these Churches practicing
such a wrong, wrong event? Why isn’t there a grass roots movement among Creationists
(like the petitions I sign online to protest other atrocities against Christianity) to protest
this outrage and others that have followed in the wake of opening the door on this type of
fallacy.
It is one thing for people to hear evolution spouted as truth by those in the field of
science. They can either believe it or ignore it knowing that these people don’t have the
well being of their eternal souls in mind when they teach. But, what about men of God?
What are his responsibilities to his flock? I know each of us should be responsible for
ourselves and study God’s word, his moral laws, and arm ourselves daily with the armor
of God to resist the “arrows of the enemy.” Still, I am saddened to read that churches
would celebrate evolution.
As a co-author on a series of study guides and a series of novels base upon the hoax
of evolution, I find this news very disturbing. It has continued on in places of worship
throughout the world and taken on the mindset of our nation. Many times I read about
these events and I think (as you possibly do), how could the people of the day believe
such nonsense. Well today, we believe much more because of what the intellectual
community teaches us as truth. In South Korea a prominent scientist doing stem cell
research fudged his findings. He showed an amazing breakthrough that his fellow Korean
scientists were not able to replicate. It brought him wide acclaim and personal
advancement. It was later found (after two years) that the scientist’s findings were false
(which explained why others were not able to replicate them) and his career is over. But
what damage has been done by his fraudulent data on stem cells? All we hear about from
the science community and popular media stars are the wonders of embryonic stem cells
and how valuable they would be to cure diseases. (Human stem cells have been proven
effective, while embryonic stem cells have yielded disastrous and painful results to their
recipients.) According to CNN this was the largest science scandal in history.

I humbly beg to differ. I propose that the greatest science scandal in history is
teaching evolution as a truth. For years, scientists have emphasized that those who
believe in Creation are uneducated, fundamentalist Christians and fanatics. Evolution on
the other, hand is a belief that any “well educated” person would admire, and is
considered a thinking man’s science. That, my friends is the greatest hoax of our time.
And at what cost has this hoax wrought for our times? We live in a pagan culture with
modernism as a god. Many don’t or won’t, take the time to really study what evolution
teaches. It teaches that “educated persons should believe that Creation, as stated in
Genesis, is a fable for children.” Creationists on the other hand know this is an untruth.
Once again, I admonish you as parents and teachers to stay informed and arm your
children with material that will teach them the difference between truth and theory. A
scientist job is not to prove a theory is true. His job is to test the theory, look at the
evidence, and to interpret data with unbiased eyes. Unfortunately it is difficult for this to
happen in a fallen world. Because scientists fall into language such as “the evidence
points to evolution” it is considered fact. Whereas, if pressed to admit that the evidence
proves evolution without a doubt most scientists would agree this is an exaggeration.
Yet, evolution has enjoyed its long sojourn as fact in the schools, public and private alike.
Happily I can report there are many intellectual scientists; many working at the
Institute for Creation Research (www.icr.org) and Creation Studies Institute
(www.creationstudies.org) that have shown, again and again, that evolution is false. I am
not a scientist; I am an educator and a concerned parent. I read many articles that refute
evolution on websites such as ICR (www.icr.org). Only when we stand up and cry out to
the Lord to give us the confidence, courage and intellect to do battle for Him will we be
heard. Let’s join forces, you and I, as we teach a young generation of children that those
believing that God created the world, as He said in Genesis, are doing His will.
“My ears had heard you, but now my eyes have seen you.” Job 42:5
*the link is too long, go to www.nytimes.com and search for “Feb 13 2006, evolution”
and you’ll find the article, if you wish to read it.
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http://www.mediaangels.com, her video website http://www.scholarsquare.com, or e-mail Felice
at felice@mediaangels.com To sign up for our free online newsletter and books on her site.
Felice has a MediaAngels fan page on Facebook, as well as her ministry page A Few Minutes
With God: http://bit.ly.com/afewminuteswithgod.com Join to receive daily messages.

VISUAL MANNA ART CAMP is the first week in June this year. It will be
located at Youth With a Mission Heartland, a lovely facility in Kansas City.

Our next newsletter we are going to learn how to do a cityscape at night.
We will even learn what stars may be in the night sky. Don’t miss it. Email
us for more information at visualmanna@gmail.com. Visit our website at

visualmanna.com..

